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Summary:  Access to sets of maps, held within libraries or scanned copies on the web, has al-

ways been problematic for a myriad of reasons. The GIS (Geographic Information Systems)-

based Discovery Interface Project has created visual, interactive, searchable, web-based por-

tals that provides patrons with an easy way to understand what maps are owned by the Li-

brary, and how to access them. Embedded within the interfaces are links to records in the Li-

brary’s catalog, and, when available, links to scanned copies of the maps. 

This project has stripped away the layers of library jargon that often interfere with patrons 

finding the information they need. Because the maps are a visual medium, they demand a vis-

ual way of discovery.  The interfaces leave behind problems of language and library terms, 

and even the confusion of using a library’s catalog. Because the process to create the interfac-

es has been well documented, the interfaces can be easily reproduced by other institutions.  

The interfaces can be viewed at http://library.mines.edu/LIB-Maps  

 

 

Current problem with access to paper maps 

 

The advent of the world wide web has led to the greatest era of maps ever. Yet the compilation of 

digital geographic data has been uneven. Certain spots on the globe lack details when examined 

through such web-based lenses as Google Maps, MapQuest, or Open Street Map. Yet, geographic, in 

particular topographic, information exists for many of the digital blank spots.  The information re-

mains locked on paper maps. 

Beginning in the early 20th Century, massive national and international efforts were expended to map 

the world topographically. Governments and organizations produced thousands of detailed, accurate 

maps of much of the globe. These printed sets of maps were often distributed widely, and many of 

them found their way into library collections.  (see Figure 1 for an example of these types of maps). 

Unfortunately, much of this information has yet to be translated into digital data.  Many official gov-

ernment agencies lack the funds and often the expertise to complete this huge task. This problem is 

particularly acute in the developing world. Thus, the only detailed, accurate topographic information 

about certain parts of the globe exist exclusively on paper. Sadly, many people are only interested in 

digital, up-to-date maps. They are unaware that the information they need to help them make deci-

sions is available on a printed map in a library. 

While the data on the original printed map may be out of date, the information can be very useful for 

often it is the only detailed survey ever done of a certain region. Additionally, researchers and histori-
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ans often use older maps to identify trends, and study patterns of development. The older maps can be 

used to identify towns and places that no longer exist, or how things, such as rivers, have changed. 

In the United States alone, there are over 110 libraries that have over 100,000 paper maps in their col-

lections.  Many institutions outside of this country, including universities, museums, and national li-

braries, have huge map collections.  As with anything held by an institution like a library, if no one 

knows what it has, the items might as well not exist or might as well be considered blank sheets of 

paper.  Libraries have struggled, since their inception, to devise ways to both organize the information 

they hold and to let patrons know what the library owns.  Through the application of classification 

schemes, in general, map collections are well organized.  Cataloging work has established a level of 

access to map collections. 

 

 

Figure 1: “San Marcos, Nicaragua”, Sheet 2950 I, Nicaragua 1:50,000. 

 

Despite efforts to make terms (subject headings) in records in a library’s catalog more natural or or-

ganic, often geographic language remains a barrier to users who are unfamiliar with the part of the 

globe they are inquiring about.  Since maps are graphical in nature, it is easy for a user to point at an 

area covered by a set of maps, and exclaim, “I don’t care what the sheet is called, I want that one.” 

Furthermore, because text is used to describe a set of maps, language, including translations, can be a 

barrier.  Someone unfamiliar with French may be stumped by the titles of maps of parts of Africa.  

Also, older maps often use geographic terms that are now considered arcane or even offensive, such 

as Formosa, Rhodesia, or New Batavia.  A patron confronting a text-based catalog will be confused 

when examining a list of map sheets in a language they don’t understand, with geographic terms dis-

used for over fifty years.  (Figure 2)  Most people know what area they want a map of; they just don’t 

know what the map is titled. 

While cataloging efforts are purely a text-based endeavor, maps are a visual medium.  Even people 

very familiar with maps and mapping find it difficult to determine exactly what the boundaries are of 

any given map.  This issue is compounded when one map is made up by a group of sheets or if a set 
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of maps cover a certain area.  Sets of maps make up a large portion of most libraries’ map collections.  

Sets of maps can be surprisingly large.  For example, to cover France at a scale of 1:50,000, it takes 

1,100 sheets.  To cover Brazil at 1:250,000, it takes 550 sheets, to cover the United States at 1:24,000, 

over 57,000.  The names of the sheets sometimes are helpful (“Camargo, Bolivia”), but many sheets 

don’t have names.  Almost all sheets have some sort of number/letter combination that designates 

them.  This makes filing and inventory easy but does not lead to an intuitive understanding of what 

area is covered by what sheet.  Some examples of sheet numbers include SE-21-18, 20-q, 7, K-37-IX-

18-b, and NA-32-VI-3b-NW.  (Figure 3) 

 

 

Figure 2: Arthur Lakes Library catalog, Carte de l'Afrique centrale au 1:200,000 record, details. 
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Figure 3: Arthur Lakes Library catalog, Carta de la Republica Argenitna, 1:250,000 scale maps record, details. 

 

In order to combat this issue of uncertainty over what sheet covers what area, librarians and others 

have, over the years, devised a series of indexes to the paper map sets.  In practical terms, these in-

dexes were mere photocopies of the actual indexes.  The photocopies were filled out to show what 

sheets that particular library owns.  (Figure 4)  The photocopies were filed either with the maps them-

selves or with other indexes in a book.  The advent of the world wide web led some libraries to scan 

these indexes and place the images on the internet.  These indexes were static and only as good as the 

original photocopy. 

Compounding the use of the indexes in the search for maps was the lack of detail on the indexes 

themselves.  Often the photocopied indexes were on ordinary sheets of paper.  An individual index on 

a single piece of paper might cover a country as small as Benin, or as large as Australia.  Lacking de-

tail, a user would have to guess which sheet was going to contain the desired area of interest.  A 

common lament was that the town they were searching for was on “the next sheet over.” 
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Figure 4: Index to 1:50,000 topographic maps of Zambia held by the Arthur Lakes Library. 

 

While confusing languages, subject and geographic terms, and bad indexes may help assure that map 

librarians’ aide will be in demand, these shortcomings do no favors to patrons.  A non-intuitive setup 

requires users to learn how a system works and is organized.  This takes time and effort by all parties. 

 

 

Current problem with access to scanned copies of paper maps 

 

There has been a concerted effort since the start of the world wide web to put historical documents 

online.  The retyping of text, thankfully, gave way to OCR scanners which allowed organizations to 

place searchable versions of historic texts on the web.  Google’s book scanning efforts are the best 

known example of this type of project.  As mentioned previously, paper items, including maps, con-

tain a wealth of information and older items can still have relevance. 

In the United States, starting with the Library of Congress, and David Rumsey (davidrumsey.com), 

organizations have been scanning maps and placing the images online for almost two decades.  In 

general, original map scanning efforts were concentrated on unique, historical maps such as those 

drawn by George Washington.  These are fascinating for their content and context, but a 1721 map 

will not help a community trying to find the best place to build a new road. 
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With the fall of the price of scanners and servers, many libraries and similar organizations began to 

scan more ordinary, yet highly useful items. Even though some topographic maps may be decades 

old, they often represent the only information regarding parts of the globe.  The maps have not been 

updated but remain relevant and useful.  Government agencies dedicated great resources to produce 

maps that reflect the true nature of the Earth’s surface.  Consequently, the maps the groups produced 

remain accurate and authoritative. 

Two leaders in the United States of scanning international topographic maps are the University of 

Texas’ Perry-Castañeda Library, and University of Florida Digital Collections. The quality of their 

scans is still excellent and the rendering remains fast.  However, in both cases, access was stifled by 

the fact that the scans could only be located using a list a library-type catalog, assuming a patron 

knew the websites existed. Their data is arranged like paper maps—with subject headings, and specif-

ic, geographic terms.  (Figure 5) 

 

 

Figure 5: List of scanned maps of Algeria 1:50,000 available via the University of Texas, Austin. 

 

Many other organizations have been placing scans of maps online for years, but no one is aware of 

this.  The lack of publicity and the fact that good work is crowded out by other things on the web 

have allowed files of scanned maps to go untouched.  A good example of this is The Vietnam Center 

Archives at Texas Tech University.  The Center has mounted high quality scans of the topographic 

maps of Southeast Asia.  This fact is not widely known, which is a shame because the effort exerted 

to create these resources was tremendous, and the results are excellent. 

There are similar collections of scanned maps all over the web.  A common sentiment from librarians 

is that they are unaware of which scanned maps are available.  A clearinghouse or even a union list of 

these map scanning projects has been worked on for years, yet many scanning projects fall through 
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the cracks.  The union lists are voluntary; a library unaware of them will not register map scanning 

projects.  Most of these clearinghouses are merely lists, with little search capabilities and no graphical 

interface.  Even if a project appears on a list, each website is different.  Some organizations have 

clean, smooth interfaces, while others are more difficult to use. 

 

Solution 

 

Keeping all these factors in mind, the staff of the Map Room at the Arthur Lakes Library, Colorado 

School of Mines has developed graphical, interactive, web-based, searchable discovery interfaces to 

not only the international paper map sets of owned by Mines, but also scanned copies of the paper 

map sets.  The individual interfaces segregate the maps by scale, grouping the maps showing more 

detail together, and those showing less detail together.  This GIS-based portal represents an entirely 

new way to access a paper map collection or scanned copies of those maps, free of barriers imposed 

by language and specific (library or geographic) terms.  The interfaces can be viewed at 

http://library.mines.edu/LIB-Maps 

 

 

Figure 6: Opening to web portal to Arthur Lakes Library paper map collection.  http://library.mines.edu/LIB-Maps. 

 

Users can zoom to an area of focus and find out what maps the Library owns or if there is a scanned 

copy of that map available.  Also, because the web-based portal has a search box for geographic 

terms, a person can enter the name of a small town and be taken right to the spot.Each of these inter-

faces shows the outlines of which paper maps the Library owns.  The portals indicate with colors 

whether or not the Library owns the sheet that covers a particular area.  (Figure 6 & Figure 7)  By 

clicking on the outlined sheets, a pop-up box will appear.  (Figure 8)  These tell the user what the 

number/name of a sheet is.  Even if the library does not own the sheet, the interface will display in-

formation about each map, such as the sheet number or name.  This information can be used find that 
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sheet at another institution or through a commercial or government vendor.  If the Library owns the 

sheet, the pop-up boxes indicate where the map is located within the collection.  Also, the information 

in the pop-ups has been hyperlinked to the record of the map set within the Library’s catalog.  If the 

paper map has been scanned by any organization, a link has been added so a user can examine the 

map digitally. 

 

 

Figure 7: Zoomed in area of web portal to Arthur Lakes Library paper map collection. 

 

 

Figure 8: Example of pop-up boxes used in web portal to Arthur Lakes Library paper map collection. 
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As of March 2016, the discovery interfaces use over 290 individual indexes.  This number will in-

crease as more map set indexes are created.  The look and functionalities of the portal will grow 

clearer and easier to maintain.  Even if the Library manages to produce indexes for each of its sets of 

paper maps, there still are ways of improving the discovery interface to make it more user-friendly. 

In addition, the staff of Arthur Lakes Library Map Room has made two discovery interfaces dedicated 

to scanned maps.  The portals segregate the maps by scale.  The portals indicate with colors whether 

or not the scan exists of the sheet that covers a particular area.  (Figure 9 & Figure 10)  By clicking 

on the outlined sheets, a pop-up box will appear.  (Figure 11)  These tell the user what the num-

ber/name of a sheet is. The information is hyperlinked to the scanned map.  By clicking on the link, 

users will see a scanned copy of the paper map. 

The interfaces act as the long-sought, visually-based union catalog to scanned maps.  These interfaces 

direct users not merely to a list of what is available but to the scans of the individual maps.  The data 

comes from a variety of places, not just one or two libraries. The Colorado School Mines Library is 

not downloading the data; it is driving users to the content hosted by other organizations.  The inter-

faces are a resource that can be used by any library or organization because the data are not tied to the 

paper holdings of a single library. 

 

 

Figure 9: Opening to web portal to scanned paper maps.  http://library.mines.edu/LIB-Maps. 
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Figure 10: Zoomed in area of web portal to scanned paper maps. 

 

 

Figure 11: Example of pop-up boxes used in web portal to scanned paper maps. 

 

History 

 

The concepts for using a Geographic Information System (GIS) (computerized mapping) to create 

indexes to paper map sets were originally developed at Yale University in 2008.  Using these ideas, 

Christopher J.J. Thiry, Map Librarian at the Colorado School of Mines, reproduced their methods, 

and in December 2011 began creating indexes to paper map sets using Esri’s ArcGIS for Desktop 

10.0.  The intent was to produce clearer, and updated indexes to the paper map sets within the Mines’ 

collection.  (Figure 12)  This quickly morphed into using those GIS-produced files to make pdfs, and 

Google Earth layers of those indexes.  Those outputs were subsequently embedded in the map set 

records within the Library’s catalog.  Some of the original efforts were dedicated on making indexes 

for parts of the United States.  But the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) released up-to-date, and beau-

tiful discovery interfaces to their data (e.g. National Geologic Mapping Database, the National Map, 

historic topos project, etc.).  Thus, the staff decided to concentrate exclusively on non-U.S. maps. 
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Figure 12: Index created with GIS to Albania 1:50,000 maps. 

 

The Mines staff realized that the files that he created would be useful to other organizations, for li-

braries own many of the same map sets.  With the release of ArcGIS for Desktop 10.1, Esri launched 

their cloud-based service, ArcGIS.com.  This allowed the staff to do two important things.  First, he 

was able to mount his files in Esri’s cloud which made them easy to locate and download.  Second, it 

allowed him to create a discovery interface to Mines’ map collection.  Until that point, it was possible 

to do these things only via a server.  Using a server was a complicated process that could not be easily 

replicated by other institutions. 

In September 2013, the Mines staff launched the “Clearinghouse of Indexes to Paper Map Sets” 

group on Esri’s cloud service, ArcGIS.com. Membership is not limited, and anyone can access 

(download) the files. Other libraries, including the University of Washington, and University of Wis-

consin-Milwaukee have been contributing to the Clearinghouse. The Clearinghouse can be accessed 

via http://library.mines.edu/LIB-Maps-GIS-Instructions  

 

Processes to create the interfaces 

 

The discovery interfaces that are viewed by patrons are a culmination of many efforts.  Each portal is 

a mash-up of a number of indexes of different sets of maps.  Creating these individual indexes takes a 

number of steps.  Building off of Yale’s concepts, the Mines staff, through trial and error, devised 

methods that are efficient and effective; subsequently he wrote instructions that translated this com-

plex process into a series of easy-to-understand steps. 

The files are created using ArcGIS for Desktop.  ArcGIS and its associated programs are made by 

Esri.  Their products were chosen for this project because they are the industry standard, occupying 

more than two thirds of all Geographic Information Systems (GIS) work worldwide.  A large number 

of universities have a site license for Esri products, thus the files created for this project are in a 

ready-to-use format.  In addition, the base files can be translated, with ease, into other GIS formats, 

and other files such as Google Earth layers. 
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To begin the process of creating an index, a compiler has to examine the set of paper maps and de-

termine a number of data points including size of each sheet in regard to how much territory it covers, 

and the extent of the entire set of maps.  Besides that information, it is vital to determine the identity 

of each sheet within the set; this is usually done with a number, but sometimes with a name.  It is pos-

sible to a make an index without having the physical maps present by using information found on 

scanned copies of maps. 

Once the basic information of each set has been determined, the process to create an index is fairly 

straightforward.  Using ArcGIS for Desktop, a fishnet (grid) is placed over the top of a geographic 

area.  The fishnet is trimmed and adjusted to the appropriate coverage.  Information is added to each 

cell of the grid so as to identify the map sheets. 

Additional data is added from a variety of places.  One of the greatest sources of sheet-level infor-

mation has come from the American Geographic Society Library (AGSL) at the University of Wis-

consin--Milwaukee.  Using their Geodex system, they have compiled a large amount of data about 

many individual sheets in map sets including names, publication dates, publisher, and edition.  AGSL 

has translated this information to GIS files, but their data, while important, is very incomplete.  Some 

government agencies from around the globe, including those in Switzerland and New Zealand, have 

been very kind in allowing access to their base data. 

Other information has been gleaned from scans of the paper maps.  Various organizations have 

scanned maps and mounted them on their websites.  They have attached some basic metadata to their 

lists of the scans.  By gathering information from these websites, it was possible to add valuable data 

(such as sheet name and year of publication) about the individual sheets in a set.  The information that 

others compiled was readily available on the maps themselves; however, the process of extracting the 

metadata and matching it with the GIS-created index saved considerable time compared to entering 

the data by hand. 

An important concept that the Mines staff developed early on was that the indexes he created would 

be of value to other libraries.  In order for the data to be easy to use, it was necessary to create “clean” 

indexes, free of information regarding the Colorado School of Mines’ own collection.  It would be a 

waste of time if the first thing another library had to do to use the files would be to delete the fields 

containing information about the Mines’ collection.  Making plain indexes added an extra step to 

Mines’ own work, but it eased the process for other institutions to establish their own discovery inter-

face to map sets. 

After placing a clean copy in the Clearinghouse, a duplicate of the index is made.  This is populated 

with information regarding the library’s paper holdings—does the library own the map, call number, 

location, link to library’s catalog, etc.  The new index is uploaded to the Colorado School of Mines’ 

repository on Esri’s cloud service, ArcGIS.com. 

The indexes are segregated by scale of the paper maps into two different websites, with one contain-

ing all the detailed maps, and one with less detailed maps.  This separation was done to ease the use 

of the portals.  The indexes are assembled together utilizing a function Esri calls a “web map”.  This 

controls how the map on the website looks and works.  A further “web mapping application” is creat-

ed using the “web map” to form the discovery interface.  Both the “web map” and the “application” 

are highly configurable.  Changes can be made to the base map, font, colors, text, location of ele-

ments, and images, including logos. 
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It must be noted that the discovery interfaces are works in progress.  As Esri’s desktop software and 

cloud-based services change, modifications are made to the indexes and portals.  Additional indexes 

to map sets are being added all the time.  The portals, while stable, are always changing.  The over-

arching goal has been to create interfaces that are easy to use, clear, and accurate. 

 

Potential for use with other collections 

 

Currently, the discovery interfaces only provide access to information about topographic maps.  Pop-

ulating the base indexes with information regarding library holdings of other mapping topics is 

straightforward.  For different subjects, most map producers use the same pattern and even sheet 

number to create maps that cover the same area of the topos.  Consequently, it would be quite easy to 

create a number of portals, each with its own topic (e.g. geology, soils, etc.). 

The GIS-based Discovery Interface Project has the potential to be reconfigured to create the holy 

grail of access to maps—a visual interface to a sheet-level union catalog of maps held by libraries.  

Cataloging systems such as OCLC act as a union catalog to library holdings including map sets.  But 

the OCLC records are merely at a set level; the records rarely indicate which particular sheets within 

a set are owned by a particular library.  Much inter-library communication regarding maps centers on 

attempts to assist patrons in finding a particular sheet from a particular set.  In order to aid non-local 

requests, each librarian is forced examine his or her collection.  There is no single website to go to 

find out which library owns what sheet from a set.  The Discovery Interface Project has the potential 

of becoming the site where sheet-level holdings for all libraries are graphically indicated—a sheet-

level union catalog.  The Mines staff has actively explored this concept.  Currently, there are some 

technological barriers to making this dream a reality.  As the software and cloud services change and 

upgrade, it is highly likely that such a visual interface to a sheet-level union catalog can be imple-

mented in the near future. 

The application of the concepts in the GIS-based Discovery Interface Project is not limited to maps.  

It is possible to produce a discovery interface for anything so long as it has a geographic footprint.  

An appropriate topic that is being explored by several libraries is creating a portal for aerial photo-

graphs.  Much like paper map sets, aerial photographs have a notorious reputation for being difficult 

to work with.  Often indexes for the photo sets are challenging to find, and rarely do photo sets follow 

logical patterns.  While several federal and state agencies have websites dedicated to their aerial pho-

tographs, they do not index everything.  Many private companies have made air photos, and those are 

not indexed through the government agencies.  Also, many older sets have yet to be placed into the 

databases.  Most importantly, the government agencies’ discovery interfaces do not show the hold-

ings of a particular library’s collection. 

 

Potential for replication or adaptation by other organizations 

 

Since the use of Geographic Information Systems (GIS) has become wide-spread and GIS operations 

have increased in ease, it has become more likely that individual institutions around the world can, 

using the base indexes, create similar portals to their sets of maps.  The processes have been docu-

mented in detail by the Mines staff.  The comprehensive instructions can be downloaded at 

http://library.mines.edu/LIB-Maps-GIS-Instructions. The step-by-step guides allow people who 
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are not experts in GIS to create discovery interfaces.  At the Colorado School of Mines, freshmen 

student workers in the Map Room have created many of the base indexes, and individual web pages.  

Before working on this project, these students were unfamiliar with GIS and computer programing. 

There has been great interest from many within the library community regarding the Interface Project.  

Consequently, the Mines staff was asked to give webinars on this topic by the U.S. Government Pub-

lications Office (GPO), and the Map & Geospatial Information Round Table (MAGIRT) of the 

American Library Association (ALA); approximately 60 people attended each webinar.  At Esri’s 

annual User’s Conference in 2014, he gave one of only 24 Lightning Talks; approximately 15,000 

people attend the conference. 

The sharing of the plain, base indexes follows in the long history of libraries crowdsourcing a solu-

tion to shared situation; the best example of this is the cataloging of materials.  Services like OCLC 

have fostered cooperation of libraries.  Each institution adds and updates cataloging records so others 

do not have to.  The GIS files for the map set indexes can be created by anyone or any institution and 

added to the “Clearinghouse of indexes to paper map sets.”  The files can be downloaded by anyone.  

Once downloaded, a library can add their holdings to the copied file, and upload that updated file on 

their cloud service or to their server.  By mashing up the indexes, and adding a web-based interface, 

they can create a discovery portal.  The Mines staff has been using Esri products because that is what 

available to their institution, they are the industry standard, and they are easy to use.  However, the 

data is not exclusive to Esri products, and indexes and interfaces could be constructed using other 

GIS software, and other cloud or server configurations.  While the Mines staff began this project, he 

has not assumed absolute control over all aspects of it.  He has been open to changes suggested by 

others.  The techniques for making the indexes and assembling the portals have modified using input 

from other librarians and GIS experts. 

Since no two map collections are the same, and many libraries have unique holdings, it would be es-

pecially useful to each library to create their own portal.  There are over 200 libraries or similar insti-

tutions worldwide that hold over 100,000 maps.  Each of them can benefit greatly by providing better 

access to their collections.  The portals can be customized for each library.  The layout, colors, text, 

and images (logos, etc.) can be changed to best suit the needs of each institution.  This project has 

established a straightforward path to creating a GIS-base discovery interface to map sets.  Currently, 

several libraries are examining ways to create their own discovery interfaces.  These include Univer-

sity of California Berkeley, Stanford, and University of California Santa Barbara. 

Even if a library creates indexes and portals to all the map sets in their collections, those indexes and 

links to the library’s holdings will remain valid and valued so long as the library owns the maps.  The 

discovery interfaces to the scanned paper maps will remain valuable because the information on the 

maps can help researchers and historians construct the past and plan for the future. 

 

Benefits for the users and staff of the Arthur Lakes Library 

 

The effects of the Project can be felt at the Arthur Lakes Library, Colorado School of Mines in three 

ways.  First, it has eased reference services by allowing librarians to quickly and accurately find in-

formation patrons are seeking.  Rather than consult difficult-to-use paper indexes, librarians can uti-

lize the discovery interface to determine which sheet of a paper map set a patron needs. 
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Second, the portals have been a boon to patrons searching for maps.  The indexes are easy to use and 

easy to understand.  Most people know how to interact with maps on the web.  Searching for sheets 

owned by the Library has become far more intuitive.  Aiding these first points, the Library has begun 

to make interactive websites of the indexes to the individual map sets.  These websites are linked di-

rectly to the records of the sets found in the Library’s catalog. 

Third, the interfaces have allowed the librarians examine collection coverage.  For example, the 

Mines’ Library owns four different sets of topographic maps of Iceland at a scale of 1:50,000.  The 

portal shows where the Library has coverage and where there are gaps. 

 

Summary 

 

Many times library research deals with the abstract; however the GIS-based Discovery Interface Pro-

ject has decidedly practical consequences well beyond the Colorado School of Mines Library.  This 

project has addressed many of the problems associated with accessing both paper and digital map 

sets.  The interfaces have allowed patrons, from afar, to easily search Mines’ map holdings, and 

quickly understand what is available.  In addition, two of the websites created for this project are dis-

covery tools for scanned maps.  These interfaces are compiled at the Colorado School of Mines Li-

brary, but the scans themselves reside at a variety of places including other libraries, historical socie-

ties, and even private companies.  Because these two portals are independent of a single data source, 

they can be linked to and utilized by anyone.  Lastly, the interfaces have allowed the library staff to 

make better decisions regarding collection development, for gaps in the Library’s holdings can quick-

ly be assessed. 

More than anything else, this project has stripped away the layers of library jargon that often interfere 

with patrons finding the information they need.  Because the maps are a visual medium, they demand 

a visual way of discovery.  The interfaces leave behind problems of language and library terms, and 

even the confusion of using a library’s catalog.  Usually, patrons know exactly what part of the globe 

they are searching for; this portal takes them right to their area of interest and tells them what paper 

maps are available.  The interfaces can be viewed at http://library.mines.edu/LIB-Maps. The compre-

hensive instructions to creating both the in. dexes and portals can be downloaded at 

http://library.mines.edu/LIB-Maps-GIS-Instructions 

http://library.mines.edu/LIB-Maps-GIS-Instructions

